
A LATTICE-POINT PROBLEM. II

BY

BURTON RANDOLC)

In this paper, which depends heavily on [3], we shall discuss the «-dimensional

analogue of the example considered in [4], and in §2 of [3]. Our main result

is as follows :

Theorem 1. Suppose k is an integer^ 1, and denote by V the volume of the region

in n-space defined by y\k + ■ ■ ■ +y2k^ 1. Define numbers A, B, and R by setting

A = (2k-l)(n-\)/4k2, B=n(n-l)/(2kn + 2k), R = max(A,B). Let N(x) be the

number of integral lattice-points (mx,. . ., mn), satisfying m2k + ■ ■ ■ +m2k^x. Then

N(x) = Vxnl2k + 0(xR). Moreover, if A>B, then this estimate is the best possible.

I.e., in this case, N(x)= Vxnl2k + ü(xB).

The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following theorem, which may be of

independent interest :

Theorem 2. For any nonzero vector X=\X\(xf,..., xj), define A(X) to be the

product of the nonzero xf's {here " \X\ " denotes the length of X), and suppose dC

is defined as in [3], i.e., dC=the graph of y2k + ■ ■ ■ +y2k=\. Then there exists a

positive integer h, depending only on k and n, and having the following property:

for any function /(F) (Y=(yu ..., yn)) which is Ch in a neighborhood of 8C, there

is a constant M(f) > 0, depending only on bounds for f( Y) and its derivatives of order

^h in a neighborhood of 8C, such that if X= | X|(x*,..., x|f) is a nonzero vector,

for which exactly j of the xf's vanish, then

f    f(Y)e2*«x-Y~> dSY
JdC

^ M(f)(A(X))-(k-1M2k-1)\X\-ai,

where aj=j/2k + (n—j—l)/2, anddSY = the area element on dC.

Since the proof of Theorem 2 is somewhat tedious, we shall assume the correct-

ness of this theorem for the time being, and proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.

Throughout the following the terminology is, for the most part, that of [3], with

which we assume some familiarity. For convenience, however, we recall briefly

a few of the definitions in [3].
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1. C={(yu ...,yn) | y2k+ ■ ■ ■ +y2k^l}. (Recall that we have already defined

8C to be the set {(yu .. .,yn) \ yîk+■ ■ ■ +y2k = 1}.)

2. n( Y) = the outward normal to 8C, at the point Y on 8C.

3. J(x, F) = the characteristic function of the set

{(yi,---,yn)\ylk+---+yT ¿4

4. J(x, Y) = the Fourier transform of J(x, Y) with respect to the second variable.

5. {8e(F)} = a family of C°° approximate identities with respect to convolution.

6. Je(x, F) = the convolution of J(x, Y) and 8e(Y).

I. Nc(x) = 2 Je(x, A) = 2 &s(N)J(x, N), where the caret denotes the Fourier

transform, and the summation is over all integral lattice-points in En. (The second

equality is a consequence of the Poisson summation formula.)

8. For any nonzero vector Y, /3(F) = Î7| Y\.

Finally, we recall the explicit formula for J(x, Y) given in [3]:

„(n-l)/2k   /•

(1) J(x, Y) = ^jry, jsc e2»ixll2k™(ß(Y), n(Z)) dSz.

Proof of Theorem 1. In order to apply a result from [3] which we will require,

it is desirable that the form y2k + ■ ■ ■ +y2k have a high degree, depending on 8C,

of homogeneity. If this is not initially the case, we can, as in [3], bring about the

desired effect by treating the corresponding lattice-point problem for

(yïk+---+y2nkr,

where w is large, and then deducing the desired error term from the one we obtain

for this case, by the substitution of xw,2k for x. To avoid trivial complications, we

shall assume from the outset that the result from [3] applies directly.

Define

10.Jp = [(»+l)/2].

II. For each function/(x), integrable over finite subintervals of [0, oo), set

rx + z rxp_ 1 + z

I/(x) = dx1 ■ ■ • f(xp) dxp       (x0 = x).
J X Jxp- !

Now it follows immediately from [3], that

(2) I A£(x) = VI xnl2k + 2' ès(N) I J(x, A),

with the series on the right absolutely convergent. (Here the operator I on the

right-hand side is, of course, applied in the first variable, and the prime on the

summation sign means that the sum is carried out over all nonzero integral

lattice-points.)
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Now V\xnl2k=Vzpi;nl2k, for some £ between x and x+pz, and by the mean

value theorem, ^i2k_xnm=0(zx<.ni2k)-iy Thus^

V\xnl2k = j/zpx",2,c + 0(z!' + 1x<n,2'c)-1) = Vzpxnl2k + 0{zpxB),

so (2) can be written

(3) I Ne(x) = Vz"xnl2k + 0(zpxB) + 2' ès(N) I J(x, N).

Again by [3], we note that lim£_01 Ne(x) exists, and equals I N(x).

Imitating now the treatment in §2 of [3], we split the sum on the right-hand

side of (3) into « parts

2&ÁN)IJ(x,N)+---+   2   Se(N)lJ(x,N),
(0) (71-1)

where the subscript (j) on a summation sign means that the sum is taken over

precisely those integral lattice-points for which exactly j of the coordinates are

zero.

We now require an estimate for 2o> ̂ «(N) I/(x, N) (j=0,..., «—1), and to

simplify matters, we can clearly suppose, in estimating 2o> S„(/V*) I J(x, N), that

N ranges over the integral lattice-points in the subset E¡,~i of En, consisting of

exactly those points for which none of the first n—j coordinates, and all of the last

j coordinates, vanish. In order to get a good estimate, we need two estimates for

I J(x, N). We obtain the first by applying the version of Lemma 1 of [3], which

corresponds to the constants provided by Theorem 2 of this paper (see [3] for

details). The result is : I J(x, N) = 0(Fu(x, N)), where

FiXx./V) = {A{N))-^-1)K2k-X)zpxin-1-'xi)!2k\N\-a + ai\

and the estimate is uniform in x and N. To obtain a second estimate, we apply the

corresponding analogue of Lemma 2 of [3]. The result is: I J(x, N) = 0(F2j(x, N)),

uniformly in x and N, where

F (x N) = (/4(N))~<-k~1)K2k~1)x{n + 2kp~F~1~ai)l2k\N\ -<-1+p + ai\

We return now to the question of estimating 2(« ^e(N) I J(x, N). Define

r = (n-l)l(2kn + 2k). Now since \oe(N)\ ̂  1 for all N, we have

2&AN)IJ(.x,N)   =£ m\ 2   Fui.x,N)+    2   F*Áx,N)
O) l\N¡Sxr \N\>xT

for some M>0, with the sums taken over the indicated lattice-points in E^~s.

Consider now the first sum on the right-hand side. A little reflection shows that it

can be dominated, for large x, by a fixed multiple of

¡(A(Y)Y
0t-l)/(2k-l)| 'dVy
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where dVY is the volume element in E+~', and the integration is taken over the

subset of El~j defined by 1 g | y| gxr. Now (A(Y))~0c~1)K2k~1) is homogeneous of

weight zero, so we can write the last integral in polar coordinates as

zVxin-l-a¡)l2H   f (^(y))-«-»'«*""^,   i"'     p»-i-l-«+V dp,

Js?~ '- l Jo = i

where SI'''1 denotes S71'1'1, minus the points for which a rectangular coordinate

vanishes, and p=\Y\, <p = (yjp,.. .,>>„-,//>)• But the integral of (A(<p))-ik'im2k-1)

over SJ-'-1 is finite, so for large x, the first sum can be dominated by some fixed

multiple of

(4) zpxln-l-a))l2k   P       pn-i-l-a+tt,) fa

J/> = 1

Now if it should be the case that n— j< 1 +«y (this will certainly be true for some

/s, beginning with j=n— 1), then it follows from (4) that 2 Pi/*, -A) is absolutely

convergent, with the sum taken over all lattice-points in P£_i, and

(5) 2 FiÁx, A) = 0(z"x><»),

where b(j) = (n — 1 — a,)/2k. If n—j< l+a„ we shall take (5) as our estimate for

2(i) S\(A) I J(x, A). If, on the other hand, n—j^l+aj, we see from (4) that if

n-j=l+aJ,

2   Pi/*, A) = 0(z"xbw log x),
\N\Sx'

while for n —]> 1 + a„

2   Pi/x, A) = 0(z"xc«>),
|JV|Sa:r

where c(j) = (2n2 — 2n — 2naj—nj+j)/(2kn + 2k). (Note that the case n—7=1+«^

only occurs if (kn — k)/(k+1) is an integer.)

By going through a similar process for the sum

2   F2i(x,N),
\N\>xT

we obtain the estimate

2   F2j(x, A) = 0(z*x«»)
\N\>Xr

for ally from 0 to n— 1. (In this case, the values of j for which n—jS 1 +«y create

no special problem.)
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Before summarizing, we note that if j0 = (kn-k)/(k+\) is an integer, then

7o < n — 1. Moreover, ¿>(7'0) = c(7'0), and since b(j) is an increasing function, xwo) log x

is of a lower order of magnitude than xbUo + 1).

Now combining results, we see that

2 Se(A) I J(x, A) = 0(zpxb(n) if n -j < 1 + aj
O)

= o(z*xba + 1))        if M -7= 1+et,

= 0(zpxcU)) if n-j > l+aj.

Thus, if we note that the functions b(j) and c(j) are linear, and satisfy b(0) <

c(0) = B, c(n—l)<b(n—1) = A, we immediately obtain that

2' *,{N) I J(x, A) = 0(z"x«),

where the summation is over all nonzero lattice-points in En. By (3), this implies

that

IA£(x) = Vzpxnl2k + 0(zpxR),

and letting s -> 0, we obtain

(6) IA(x) = Vz"xn'2k + 0(zpxR).

Now A^(x) is nondecreasing, so

(7) zpA(x) g I A(x) g z"A(x+/7z).

By the first half of this inequality, we find that A(x) g Kx"'2" + G(xB) and, making

the substitution y = x+pz, we easily obtain from the second half that A(^)^

Vynl2k+0(yR). Taken together, these last two inequalities prove Theorem 1, except

for the statement that if A > B, then the result is the best possible. We will now briefly

sketch a proof of this last statement. For this, we require some information about

J(x, A).

Suppose the lattice-point A lies on a coordinate axis (A#0). Then the explicit

formula (1), and a standard application of the method of stationary phase [1, pp.

51-56], shows that

(8) J(x, A) = KxAip(x, | A | ) + O [xA -ll2k | A | "(2k + nV2k],

where A" is a constant, and

4>(x, \N\) = |A|-<2,c + ',-1)'2fcsin(27r|A|x1/2k-(n-l)7r/4Â:).
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Moreover, the error term is uniform in x and N. Now define B(t) to be the con-

tinuous periodic function

2nK 2 Kt2k,j)-

(Note that since the integral of B(t) over a period is zero, there clearly exists some

number t0, such that jB(r0)<0, since B(t) is not identically zero.)

Now by the same reasoning that led to (6), we find that

lN(x) = Vzpxnl2k + \ xAB(xV2k) + o(zpxA).

But by (7), zpN{x) á I N(x) so

(9) N(x) ^ Vxnl2k + z-plxAB(xll2k) + o(xA).

But B(to)<0, and since the variation of tll2k over the interval [x, x+pz] tends

to zero as x -^ oo, it is clear that if x is large, and x1,2fc differs from t0 by an integer,

then the sum of the last two terms on the right in (9) is actually of the order of xA,

and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume without loss of generality that precisely

the first j coordinates of X vanish, and that X lies within the cone W, consisting of

all vectors within arc cos n"1/a radians of the positive jv-axis.

Now dC can be regarded, for purposes of integration, as being composed of

two "hemispheres," namely, those points whose yn coordinate is äO, and those

points whose yn coordinate is ^ 0. Denoting by A the intersection of the hyper-

plane yn = 0 with C, we see that the contribution to the integral in Theorem 2

which comes from the upper hemisphere is

I  fui, ---,yn-i, D)m{yu ...,yn-i)

(10) -exp [2m\X\(xfyi+ ■ ■ ■ +x*-1yn_1+x*D)])

where m represents the distortion of measure arising from the projection of the

upper hemisphere onto yn = 0, and

D{yu. ..,yn-i) = (i-yïk-y2n*-i)ll2k.

Now there is exactly one point P = (pu ...,pn) on the upper hemisphere at which

the normal to 8C is parallel to X, and by taking the gradient of yfk+ ■ ■ • +y2k,

we see that there is a positive number c, which depends continuously on X, such

that pi = c(xf)1K2k~1) (i=l,..., «). (Note that by our assumption about X, pre-

cisely the firsty of them's are zero. Note also that P and Xare determined by each

other, so that to the requirement that X be in W, there corresponds a requirement
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that P be in a certain cone W. In particular, there exists M > 0, such that/?„, x* > M,

for all X in W and P in W'.)

Now introduce coordinates z1;..., zn_1; by setting zi=yl—pl (i=l,..., n — l),

and define

E(zu.. .,z»_i) = x1(z1+/»1)+-- •+*»-i(*»-i +P»-i)

+ xnZ)(z1+/>1,. . ., zn_1+pn_1).

Then a routine computation shows that the function

0> = E(zu ...,zn_i)-£(0,.'. .,0, zi+1, ...,zn_!)

has a zero of order 2& in the variables z1;..., z¡, where by this we mean that all

terms of order less than 2k in the Taylor expansion of $ (regarded as a function

of zy,..., z,) are zero, while the sum of the 2kth order terms is a positive form.

(Recall that;?;, x( = 0 for i= 1,...,/)

Suppose now e > 0 is such that

1. For all X in W, the set Ss stays uniformly away from the boundary of A,

where Ss is the product of

{(z1,...,zi)\zî+--+zfée}

and

{(Z, + 1, . . .,Zn_j) | Z2+1+ • • ■ +Z2_!   g e}.

2. For all Yin Wfor which xf,..., xf =0, the function i>, defined as above, is

of the form í)*(z1,..., zrt_1)(zf+ ■ ■ ■ +zj)k, with O* uniformly bounded away

from zero, provided (zu ..., zn_j) is in S£.

Now suppose A(i) is a C°° function of r(-oo <r<oo) such that A(i):=l for |r| <e/2,

and h(t) = 0 for \t\>2>e/4, and set

H(zx,..., zn_0 = h(zl+ ■ ■ ■ +z2)h(zf+1+ ■ ■ ■ +z2_!).

Then the integral in (10) can be written in the form

(11) f Hfm exp [2ttz\X\E]+  f (1 -H)fm exp [2m\X\E].

To deal with the second integral, note that if it is combined with the integral

which corresponds to it, when the process we have described is duplicated for

the lower hemisphere, integration by parts with respect to the vertical variable

shows that the result will diminish as rapidly as |^|_h, the result being uniform

in W, and if we take h^(n—l)/2, this term can be ignored (cf. [2, p. 767]).
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It remains to deal with the first integral. The treatment of the corresponding

integral for the lower hemisphere is the same, so we shall only consider the case at

hand. The first integral in (11) can be written in the form

f exp [2ni\X\E(0,..., 0, Zj + 1,..., z^)]

x   i Hfmexp[2m\X\<S>],
Ja?+ — + sf ie

By a routine application of the method of stationary phase [1, pp. 51-56], we

can expand the inner integral in the last expression into an asymptotic series of

descending powers of \X\, with —j\2k the exponent in the first term, and with the

exponent in each term equal to that in its predecessor diminished by 1/2/c. We

carry this series to the point where the remainder is 0(\X\~"j). The result will

consist of, first of all, the remainder term, which is unimportant, since it already

diminishes at the desired rate, and secondly, the product of

exp [2ttŒ(0, ..., 0, zi + 1,..., zn_j)]

with a finite series of descending powers of |X\ of the type previously described,

and having smooth functions of zj + 1,..., zn_x for coefficients. (The degree of

smoothness depends, of course, on the value of«.) If, now, we examine the integral

with which we are left, and bear in mind that/?¡, x¡ = 0(/=l,.. .,j), it becomes clear

that to complete the proof of Theorem 2, it would suffice to prove the theorem for

general « in the special case in which none of the x,*'s are zero. Accordingly, we

shall again take up the proof from the beginning, but with the assumption now

that xf,..., xJ/O. We begin as before, and again reduce the problem to the

consideration of an integral of the form

(12) í Hfmexp[2ni\X\E],

where X is in W, and H is constructed as before, so that its support stays well away

from the boundary of A.

In order to investigate (12), it is convenient to introduce polar coordinates, by

setting r = (zf+ ■ ■ ■ + z2-1)112, <p = (<pi,..., <pn-i), where (p¡ = zt/r. We may, for fixed

X, or what is the same thing, for fixed P, regard £ as a function of r and <p, which

we designate interchangeably by E or E{r, <p). To investigate the asymptotic behavior

of (12) with respect to \X\, we need some information about E. In what follows,

we shall indicate 7th order partial derivatives with respect to r by a parenthetical

superscript (e.g., EU), Eu\r, <p), etc.). In the case of functions of one variable, we

shall use the same notation to designate the appropriate derivative with respect

to the argument.
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Note now, that it is clear on geometrical grounds that PC1)(0,95) = 0 for all <p in

Sn~2. Note also that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2 in the special case in which

some of the |/?(|'s are smaller than a number d>0, which we may choose at our

convenience. This follows from the fact that 8C has uniformly positive curvature

at any fixed distance away from its intersection with the coordinate hyper-

planes, and by standard techniques, e.g., stationary phase, (12) is uniformly

0(| AT| -<"-1"2) in this case. (Cf. also [2, pp. 767-769].)

Definition. For a given P = (pu.. .,pn) and <p, denote by an(P,(p) the «th

coefficient in the Taylor expansion of Em(r, <p) in powers of r. I.e., Ea\r, 93) =

2 an(P, <p)rn. (Note. It is evident after a moment's reflection, that if P is in W',

then all the an(P, <p)'s can be majorized by the corresponding coefficients of some

fixed power series having a positive radius of convergence.)

Lemma 1. There exist positive numbers M and d, such that if P = (pu .. .,pn)

satisfies any set of conditions of the form \pk¡\^ d, where {k¡} is a nonempty subsequence

of{l,...,n-l}, then ^(P, ^l + la^P, <p)| ̂M,/or all <p in Sn~2.

Proof. Define {k'¡} to be the subsequence of {1,..., n— 1} complementary to

{k¡}; i.e., {k't} is obtained from {1,..., «—1} by striking out the elements of {kt}.

For the moment, we shall suppose that {k'ù is not empty.

Recall now that the function D, which we have previously defined, takes the

form (l—(pi + <p1r)2k— ■ ■ ■ —(pn_1 + <pn_1r)2k)ll2k, when written as a function of

P, r, and «p. Since E is the sum of D and a term which is linear in r, it is clear that

£(2) = Z)(2) Now define f(t) = tll2k (t>0), and g=D2k. Then E™=ff2\g)(gm)2

+fa)(g)gl2). Since both terms on the right are negative, and since/(1)(g) is uniformly

bounded away from zero, we see that a^P, <p) = E{2\0, <p) is at least of the order

of magnitude of

e\0,9) = 2k(2k-l)nji tfpfx-2.
( = 1

Now

(2k-l)la2k^(P,9) = £O«(0, <p) = fm(g)g{2k\ = o + (remainder).

But/<1)(g)g<2'c)|r = o is uniformly bounded away from zero for all P and <p. More-

over, since the remainder consists of a sum of products of derivatives of/ and g,

with all of the latter of order less than 2k, it is clear, from the form of the derivatives

of g, that if if is sufficiently small, there exist M ', e>0, independent of {kt}, such

that for 2 |<Pfc¡| =e, we have |aak-i(P, <p)\ ̂M'. On the other hand, if 2 \<Pic¡\ >e,

it follows from the expression for g<2)(0, <p), and from the fact that each \pk-\ >d,

that |fli(P, ?>)| is uniformly bounded away from zero, and this establishes the lemma,

if we note that the previous reasoning also applies to the case in which {k',} is

empty.
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Throughout the following, we shall assume, as we now may, that in addition to

being in W, P is such that the conclusion of Lemma 1 is true, for some fixed

value of M.

Lemma 2. There exists M>0, such that

\E™(r,<p)\ ä Mnf tf(p, + 9V)2,t-a.
i = i

Proof. In the proof of Lemma 1, we saw that Em=f™(g)(ga))2+fw(g)gm, and

the last expression is at least of the order of magnitude of

e\r, <p) = 2k{2k-\) 2 <pKPi + <ptr)2k-2,
i

which proves the result.

Lemma 3. There exists M>0 such that \Ea\r, <p)\^Mr 2î=i <pfpfk~2.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2, and the facts that :

1. Ei2\r, <p) is of one sign.

2. £<»(/•, 9) = Vo E'2\t, <p) dt=r0l3 + S%3+¡2Tia-

3. Each of the functions pt+<p¡r is linear so, for each i, there is some third of the

interval [0, r] in which (pt + <p¡r)2k ~2 is greater than a fixed multiple of its value at

either endpoint.

Definition. For a polynomial n(x) = amxm+ • • • +a!X+a0, with real or complex

coefficients, define, for 0<r^ 1,

MM = max |t7(x)|,       M*(r) = \am\rm+ ■■■ + \ai\r+ \a0\.
OSxSr

Lemma 4. There exists a constant M>0, depending only on m, such that if n(x)

is an mth degree polynomial, then MJj") ä MM£(r), for 0 < r á 1.

Proof. By the change of variable xx=x\r, we may assume r—\. Now Mn(X)

and M*{\) are both norms on Cm + l, if we identify the coefficients of v with

coordinates in Cm + 1. The result thus follows from the equivalence of norms on
Cm + 1.

Definition. For fixed P and small r, define E^\r, <p) = 2"=i K(P, <p)\rn-

Lemma 5. There exist M, e>0, such that for all P under consideration,

\E«\r, 9)\ ä ME£\r, <p),

provided Qf^r^e.
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Proof. By Lemma 1, there exist M' >0 such that |fli(P, <p)\ + \a2k-x(P, <p)\^M'.

Thus, for a given <p, either |fli(P, <p)\ ̂M'/2, or |a2fc_i(P, <p)\ è M'/2. We shall

assume that <p is such that the latter condition holds. The proof for the remaining

case is essentially the same.

Define rr(r, <P) = 2f=I1 an(P, v)r\ n*(r, ,0-2*1* \an(P, <p)\r\ Then £<*>(r, <p) =

tr{r, cp) + 0(r2k), and Eg\r, <p) = n*(r, <p) + 0(r2k), with the error terms uniform in

all variables. Thus, if e is small enough, it is clear, since |a2/c-i(P, <p)| = M'/2, that

there exists M">0, such that for O^r^e, rr*{r, <p)^.M"E^\r, cp). Now by Lemma

4, there exists x e [0, r] and M'">0, such that

Kx, 9)1 ̂  M"V(r, <p) ̂ M"MmE$\r, <p).

But for small e, Ea)(x, cp) —7r(x, <p) is negligible in comparison with /^'(r, cp), so

|£(1>(x, çjJ-o^X/-, <p)| ̂M"M'"E^\r, cp). This implies the existence of an M>0,

such that |£(1)(x, <p)| ̂MEg\r, <p), and since |£a)(/, 9)! is an increasing function

of t, this implies that \Em{r, <p)\^ME^(r, cp).

Lemma 6. Suppose m is a fixed positive integer. Then there exist M, e > 0, such that

forj=\, ...,m, andOúrúe, r'-^E^'Xr, cp)\-¿M\Ea\r, <p)\.

Proof. This is clear by considering Taylor series, if we replace \Ea\r, ç>)| by

E*\r, cp) and recall Lemma 1. The result then follows from Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. Suppose bu ..., ¿>n_! are positive numbers. Then

La (¿>1<P2 + ■ ■ ■ + Vi-PJUi)-01-1"2 dS9 = Y¿n-\)l2){bí" ■*»-1)"1'a-

Proof. Consider the integral

dyn.,--- exp[-(b1y2+---+bn-1y2-1)]dy1 = ^-»'2(b1---bn_1)-v2.
j — » j — 00

In polar coordinates, the integral becomes

f       dS9 ^ A-""2 exp [-(bl92+ ■ ■ ■ +bn.1cp2_1)r2] dr.
Js"~2 Jo

The inner integral is a Mellin transform, whose value is

¿r((«-i)/2)(61<P2+ • • ■ + v^o'71-1"2,

and the result follows immediately.

We now estimate (12), and we shall suppose, in what follows, that the support

of H is small enough so that the conclusion of Lemma 6 is valid within it. There
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are two cases to distinguish, the case in which n is even, and the case in which n

is odd. Since the treatment in both cases is similar, we shall only discuss the case

in which n is even.

In polar coordinates, (12) becomes

f       dS, f rn~2Hfm e"x|B dr,
Js"'2 Jo

where e is chosen so that the support of H is contained within the ball of radius e

about (pu . ■ -,pn-1). If n>2, integration by parts shows that

f rn-2Hfm eimE dr = tt^t f Crrl Hfm d(e'mE)
Jo t\X\ Jo E

--mïoH^Hfm)eMX]Edr-

Repeating this (n — 2)/2 times, and using the fact that Em has a first order zero,

we finally end up with an expression of the form

,,,. constant   f£ 8 1 1 8 1X8 /rn~2        \\      \

where there are (n — 2)/2 differentiations in the integrand. If the differentiations

are carried out, and the result simplified by cancellation, the integrand can be

expressed as a sum of the form

Çi (Ea))"'

where for each i, u¡, v^(n — 2)/2, and the f ¡ are products of various derivatives with

respect to r off, Ea\ H, and m.

Now it is a simple matter to verify that in a given ^, the number of factors which

are derivatives of Ea) is precisely vt — (n — 2)/2 and, moreover, if we take the order

of each derivative of Ea) which appears as a factor, multiplied by the number of

times it appears as a factor, and add up the results, the sum will be less than or

equal to w¡ — (n — 2)/2.

We now return to (13), with the remark that if n = 2, the integrand is simply

Hfm el|X|B, and this case is covered in what follows.

Define 8 = (\X\T(P, y))"1'2, where T(P, <p) = 2?=Í <pfpfk~2-

Now Jo=Jo + Ji- Consider first the integral from 0 to 8. (The case in which

e < 8 is subsumed under our estimate for this integral.) Now if we examine a typical

term in the integrand, it follows from Lemma 6, and our observations about the
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f,'s, that the integrand is bounded by a multiple of(r/Ea)){n~2V2, and by Lemma 3,

this is in turn bounded by (T(P, <p))-(n-2)/2. I.e.,

Ijfj-ei-wi f = 0((\X\T(P,<p))-<n-2»28)

= 0((\X\T(P,cp))-«-»>2).

If, now, we integrate with respect to <p and invoke Lemma 7, and recall that

pi = c(xf)m2k-1\ we see that the result is 0((A(X))-(k-1M2k-1)\X\-in-1)l2).

To deal with the integral from 8 to e, consider a typical term, i.e.,

constant   f*    fe*1   jJUimj.
|Z|(n-2),2J(i   (£(!)),, C ar-

Now

l^l'"-2"2 Jä (P(1))"< ilA-l"'2 Jó (P(iy« + 1   l       J

-i'|A'|-n,2|1ru<eimi;

+ ''    '        Jd 8r \(Ewy + 1J '

As before, it follows from Lemmas 3 and 6, and our observations about the £,'s,

that the first term is 0((| X\T(P, 9>))~<n~1),2)> and similar considerations show that

the integrand in the second term is 0((T(P, <p))~nl2r~2). From this it follows that

the second term is 0((\X\T(P, 95))_<""1)/2) and, as before, this implies that the result

of integrating both terms with respect to <p is 0((A(X))~ik-lw2k-i:i\X\-(n-1^2),

which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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